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Abstract
Information modelling for databases and object-
oriented information systems avails of conceptual
data modelling languages such as EER and UML
Class Diagrams. Many attempts exist to add logical
rigour to them, for various reasons and with dispar-
ate strengths. In this paper we aim to provide a

structured overview of the many efforts. We focus
on aims, approaches to the formalisation, including
key dimensions of choice points, popular logics used,
and the main relevant reasoning services. We close
with current challenges and research directions.
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1 Introduction

Information modelling or conceptual modelling plays an essential role in computing by providing
a structured and abstract representation of complex data that sustains each software system.
It serves as a foundational step in the development lifecycle, facilitating communication and
understanding among stakeholders from the identification of requirements to maintenance. In
addition, it promotes a shared vision and a common understanding of the system’s domain
information that facilitates interoperability with other systems in unforeseen ways at development
time. The latest curriculum recommendations2 include conceptual modelling in the undergraduate
curriculum and pertinent dimensions are listed with multiple terms in the ACM classification
codes, notably, among others: Information management, Data Modeling, Model development and
analysis, Enterprise modeling, Entity relationship model, and Unified Modeling Language (UML).

Storey et al. recently described conceptual modelling as “an activity that occurs during in-
formation systems development and use that involves capturing, abstracting, and representing
relevant aspects of reality, to support understanding, communication, design, and decision making.
Conceptual models are comprised of constructs, such as entities, events, goals, attributes, relation-
ships, roles, and processes, connected by well-defined rules.” (emphasis in original) [116]. Here, we
focus specifically on conceptual data modelling (and thus excluding process and goal modelling)

1 Corresponding author
2 Accessible at https://www.acm.org/education/curricula-recommendations
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and within that, what has been called structural conceptual data models [56] (and thus excluding
behavioural aspects like UML’s methods). Popular modelling languages over the years include
Extended Entity-Relationship (EER) diagrams for database design [36] and the Natural language
Information Analysis Method that evolved into Object-Role Modeling (ORM) [59], design for
object-oriented programming with Unified Modeling Language’s (UML) Class Diagrams3, and the
Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules [93] that reuses ORM.

Albeit only one of many topics in computing, conceptual data modelling has been investigated
widely. This has also resulted in several surveys and scoping reviews on conceptual data modelling
broadly but without logics [116], on ontology-driven conceptual modelling aspects from a modelling
side [130, 131] rather than logics, on verification topics for UML class diagrams specifically [52, 109],
or only for conceptual model-like artefacts as it pertains to reasoning in the context of scalable data
management [107]. Those reviews also indicate that conceptual modelling may span (sub)disciplines.
Among others, the human aspects of the modelling process may be assumed to be within the
scope of information systems and their formal aspects are within the scope of the computing
discipline. The latter involves their quality assessment, and algorithms to, among others, convert
such specifications into databases and software applications. Conceptual data models are also
used in Artificial Intelligence (AI) to drive the design of intelligent information systems, provided
they are given a logic-based specification. By being formalised, complex knowledge – entity types,
relationships, attributes, and constraints holding over them – can be captured accurately and
passed on to a range of computational tasks. Example tasks include using automated reasoners for
classification and satisfiability checking and querying data by making use of, e.g., a Description
Logics reasoner [12], test data generation (e.g., [110]), optimising query compilation [124], and
explainable machine learning processes [83, 117].

This logic-based conceptual data modelling, thus far, has focussed on a number of subtopics,
such as which logic to use to formalise the graphical elements and diagram grammar, which features
of which conceptual data modelling language to include, and whether one could just have one
logic that maps to all major diagram-based conceptual data modelling languages and therewith
functioning as a precise interlingua in the back-end – and that for each purpose or assumed
application. Figure 1 shows three main strands of investigation and related work programmes
with particular aims for logic-based conceptual data modelling together with a few key moments
or the publication of pertinent languages and concepts. They are, roughly:

logic-based reconstructions4 of conceptual data models (CDMs5) and conceptual data modelling
languages (CDMLs) in expressive logics targeting precision and automated reasoning over
them, since around 1990.
runtime usage of CDMs since the early 2000s: ontology-driven information systems including
Ontology-Based Data Access (OBDA) where the ontology is de facto a CDM due to being
tailored to one application, query optimisation, and verification.
reach-out to a broader IT scope and to end users since the mid 2010s, which necessarily
simplifies and upscales it, where the broader access may have to be tolerant of conflicting
information in the model.

3 The first standard listed is version 1.1 from 1997, at https://www.omg.org/spec/UML/1.1; last accessed: 30
Sept. 2023.

4 The term “reconstruction” captures the process more accurately than “formalisation”. We understand by
reconstruction an attempt to get a complete description of information available early at design time, which
goes beyond creating just one of many possible formal representations. It includes also, among others,
assessment of the graphical design’s implicit assumptions and approach to formalisation. Put differently, the
formalisation step forms a part of the reconstruction.

5 The abbreviation is well known; tracing it to its origins among the many mentions, it appeared at least already
in 1991 [37]. Before that, the CDM abbreviation was also used for Common Data Model or Content Data
Model.

https://www.omg.org/spec/UML/1.1
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Figure 1 Timeline of the three identified strands and a selection of the key moments regarding languages,
logics and semantics of the formalisations, and applications. Regarding the latter: ICOM was the first
automated reasoner-enabled conceptual modelling tool, Mastro and QuOnto realised OBDA initially,
Google’s positioning of KGs helped boost graph-based approaches, and recently FaCIL combines languages
and techniques.

Each strand brings with it a different set of requirements for AI theory and techniques, which
we will discuss in detail in the paper, and are summarised as follows. The first strand is mostly
based on a waterfall design approach: design the model well and shelve it once the system is being
implemented. Modellers and domain experts generally develop models only in a graphical language
with none or ambiguous semantics that should be formalised. Those logic-based reconstructions
focus on formalisations to be as expressive as possible. The more features the better, since the
more precision the better, in line with feature extensions from ER to EER [122], ORM to ORM2
[60], and OWL DL to OWL 2DL [38]. In summary, more expressive logics are also more interesting
for a broader range of automated reasoning tasks to further help improve a model’s quality.

The second strand of research shifted the focus to leaner languages, designing computationally
“well-behaved” fragments of the logics used for the formalisation. The key goal is scalability, not
expressiveness, with the logic-based CDM as a component of more advanced AI-driven software
systems. It did not focus on reasoning over the CDM itself, but rather the reasoning service as
part of querying the data using the conceptual model.

The third, and most recent, strand is ongoing, and might be dubbed “modelling for the masses”
and may bifurcate further into new usages. Here, not only scalability is important, but also
ease of use and possibly also permitting contradictions, and thus also lower quality models. The
latter may happen because the representation language can be too weak to be able to detect
quality issues and contradictions. While it may focus on simple queries at most, such basic large
models can be of use already in machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) and
neuro-symbolic approaches for knowledge graph (KG) embeddings to enhance NLP. Example
initiatives that closely relate to CMDs include schema.org, linked data with RDF and optionally
with ShEx [13] and SHACL [77] for constraint validation, and the data and modelling component
of the community-driven Abstract Wikipedia [132]. This line of work runs in parallel with the
first two and may be the most prominent currently.

The different aims of logic-based formalisations, however, do affect how “best” to define that
construction, because what “best” entails is relative to the aim. On top of these different aims
and tasks, including reasoning tasks, there are various formalisation decisions on how to give
semantics to the elements of the diagrammatic notation of the CDM, which, in turn, can affect
the computational complexity and therewith the tasks one actually can use the conceptual model
for. Owing to the diverse lines of work with their aims for formalising CDMs, different approaches
are necessary for assessing a given formalisation in conceptual data modelling. In this condensed

TGDK
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review, using the means of a qualitative narrative review, we zoom in on the evaluation of the
aspects that arise in selecting, developing, and applying logic-based semantics in this context. We
seek to answer the following questions:
Q1: What are the tasks and challenges in that formalisation?
Q2: Which logics are popular for which (sub-)aim?
Q3: What are the known benefits of a logic-based reconstruction in terms of the outcome and in

terms of reasoning services that one may use once a CDM is formalised?
Q4: What are some of the outstanding problems in logic-based conceptual data modelling?

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We first describe related work on reviews
on conceptual data models in Section 2. Section 3 covers decision points for a formalisation,
the logics used for different purposes, and it outlines the two key different processes to do so,
covering questions Q1 and Q2. Section 4 identifies and evaluates possible reasoning services that
can be applied to CDMs, illustrating with examples two of them. We therewith deal with Q3.
Current challenges and future directions related to Q4 are described in Section 5 and we close
with conclusions in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Several reviews of the state of the art in conceptual data modelling and logic-based reconstructions
of languages exist, but they either cover only the early years or the first strand of the development
of the area [66, 115, 118, 102, 119] or the first and the beginnings of the second strand of the
area [2, 39] and are, by now, outdated. New applications of CDMs since those reviews introduce
distinctive challenges that were not considered before. Key differences are the uptake of Semantic
Web technologies with scalable reasoning over CDMs and runtime usage of CDMs especially for
querying data.

Scoping the related work on reviews for CDM to the last 10-15 years, they focus on the
non-logical aspects [134, 86, 131, 130, 116]. Wen et al. [134] analysed several quality aspects of
conceptual models, such as expressivity, clarity, and semantics, and they evaluated effectiveness
of modelling languages in different fields of applications. The formalisation of the languages is
generally described, i.e., without logical translations, and no detailed comparison of alternative
representations is done.

Other reviews assess CDM from the ontology modelling angle. McDaniel et al. [86] reviewed
publications on domain ontology evaluation. Their work concentrates on the evaluation process,
and even though domain ontologies are related to conceptual data modelling, the modelling
language and their formalisation is not part of the analysed characteristics. Verdonck et al.
[131, 130] conducted a systematic literature mapping and review on the domain of ontology-based
conceptual modelling. They consider ontology-driven conceptual modelling as the utilisation of
ontological techniques, like formal ontology, cognitive science and philosophical logics, to the
practice of conceptual modelling. This analyses CDMs in general, not only those approaches
related to ontologies.

There are also reviews on the collaborations of the field of conceptual modelling with artificial
intelligence [18, 19, 127, 84]. These reviews focus on identifying new research directions and do
not address formalisation details.

Gonzalez et al. [52] conducted a systematic literature review of formal verification of structural
software models in UML, complemented or not with constraints expressed in textual languages like
the Object Constraint Language (OCL). The scope were papers describing research initiatives on
model-driven engineering tools that ensure software correctness, and the results classify the type of
input models, the reasoning support of the tools, and the completeness of the automatic verification
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Figure 2 Example EER diagram of Example 1.

process. The way models are formalised, and how the tools help to develop this formalisation is
not analysed, only listing the formal languages used. Shaik et al. [109] presents a more recent
literature review with similar aims. They describe language coverage and formalisation techniques
in more depth, but the scope is limited to only verifying UML class diagrams, so new applications
such as querying are not considered and language coverage is limited to classes, associations,
generalisations, compositions, and aggregations. Also, the complexity of formalizations is missing.
While such quantitative surveys are useful, they lack in-depth content assessments.

The most recent review, by Storey et al. [116], presents a comprehensive systematic review
of the literature in conceptual modelling in general with as aim to identify relevant topics and
future research directions. It has a much broader scope including not only static (structural)
modelling but also process and collaboration modelling. They recognise the need to support an
always increasing variety of users and interconnected domains. Another noteworthy result is that
they found out that over the last 15 years, process modelling prevails over data modelling on the
research topics. Being a systematic review of a huge amount of literature with semiautomatic
tools, there is, however, no reference to logic-based semantic constructions.

There is thus no review on logics for conceptual data modelling specifically, let alone on
assessing logic-based formalisations for CDM in view of the current demands and applications not
only from the formal point of view, but also on the design decisions that influence data-driven
applications across different domains.

3 On formalising conceptual data models

Logic-based reconstructions of CDMs and their languages (CDMLs) used to represent them
are motivated by two main key usage scenarios: 1) precision in representation and automated
reasoning over them (and, implicitly: quality) and 2) their use at runtime as part of an intelligent
information system. It also may be the case that the CDML angle is only a possible scenario and
the main aim is to design more logics, whereas from our perspective, the CDMs and CDMLs are
the key focus.

This section will summarise the component tasks and types of challenges first, since they set
the stage for the logics, subsequently discuss the popular logics used for that, and finally describe
the two main approaches typically taken carrying out that task.

3.1 Decision points before the formalisation
This section zooms in on considerations when designing or selecting a logic for creating a logic-
based reconstruction of a conceptual data model or modelling language and the decision points
involved in it.

TGDK
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In a recent empirical survey, Valle Souza et al. [128] identify six types of functional goals, and
five types of quality goals for using conceptual data modelling in practice. Before formalising a
CDM, it is important to understand both which subset of the all possible functional goals and
which balance of all quality goals are adequate for the context. Different model properties are
relevant for achieving these goals, mainly reusability, correctness, comprehensibility, completeness,
confinement, and maintainability. Correctness can be further split into precision and coverage.

On the surface, it seems straightforward to formalise CDMs, as something that can be done
promptly with little effort, but to get it right for either the whole CDML or an “interesting”
fragment requires attention to detail and a substantial amount of knowledge and time. This is
due to two key reasons:

the purpose or reason for the formalisation that influences the design process of a language
and therewith the many variations in outcome [46];
where to set the cut-off point for feature (constraint) inclusion, since if a feature is added, it
will be used by someone somewhere and perceived as needed [75].

Purposes such as reusability, comprehensibility, and maintainability favour leaner logics for better
performance. In contrast, a purpose of precision requires a more expressive logic to maximise
coverage of CDML constraints in the ontologically best possible way, which concerns both higher
precision so that more unintended models are excluded [55] and philosophical decisions embedded
in the logic [47]. Feature inclusion decisions can be split up into two categories. One is modelling
features, which concerns whether to include attributes and multi-attribute identifiers, with or
without data properties and data types (concrete domains), and which semantics to choose for
shared and composite aggregation – among the 23 types of elements and 49 types of constraints
across the three main CDML families [76]. The other concerns those that affect the automated
reasoning outputs, notably Open World Assumption vs Closed World Assumption and whether to
honour the implicit disjointness of classes except when they are in a hierarchy.

In addition to these feature decisions where the logic does not adequately cover all the CDML’s
constraints it should be able to express, there is generally a discrepancy in the other direction as
well. This concerns the confinement model property, which refers to the degree to which a model
has only the necessary information to fulfill its purpose [128]. Here, the logic may permit more
than is possible to declare in a diagram due to composition rules of the CDML, with the effect
that the logic falls in a higher complexity class than strictly needed.

An overview of the key dimensions of choice points is included in Table 1, which the au-
thors created by combining an assessment of the published logic-based reconstructions (see also
Section 3.2) and the top-down approach of the language design procedure introduced in [47].
The first row in Table 1 describes the main aim of the reconstruction, which aligns with the
strands 1 vs 2 and 3 introduced in Section 1. The second row presents two approaches to the
formalisation: rule based and mapping based. The choice of the approach commits the modeller to
a given process, with different tools and outcomes. A detailed analysis for this choice is presented
in Section 3.3 and it is further illustrated in the Appendix. Different syntactic and semantic
representations for the underlying logic are shown in the third and fourth rows respectively, which
summarises the various options that are further discussed in Section 3.2. The next three rows show
alternative formalisations for relationship, class disjointness, and how negation is to be treated
(closed world view). Finally, the last row describes the influence of the logic-basic constituents in
the formalisation, which varies greatly across the published logic-based reconstructions (discussed
in Section 3.2.1). The following example illustrates some of these issues, in particular regarding
roles and relationships and disjointness.
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Table 1 Key dimensions to choose for creating a logic-based reconstruction of a conceptual data model
(see Section 3.1 for details).

Dimension Options Comments

Main aim High feature coverage for [preci-
sion/automated reasoning], limited
features for runtime usage

Mainly a choice between computationally
“well-behaved” logic or not

Approach to
formalisation

Algorithmic/rules, mappings See Section 3.3 for details

Syntax Graphical, textual, both See Section 3.2 for details
Semantics Set-based, model-theoretic, graph-

based, other
First two are most popular; see Section 3.2
for details

Relationships See formalisation options in Ex-
ample 1

Often not stated explicitly which option is
chosen

Class disjoint-
ness

Classes outside a class hierarchy are
disjoint, or not

Most formalisations do not make them dis-
joint (although assumed in the CDM)

World view Open, Closed World Most formalisations are with Open World
Assumption

Language fea-
ture inclusion

Choose types of elements and con-
straints to include

A unifying metamodel for EER, UML class
diagrams, and ORM2 identified 23 types
of elements and 49 constraint types [76] to
choose from; see also Section 3.2.1

▶ Example 1. A sample conceptual data model in one of the EER notations is included in Figure 2
(incomplete with respect to the universe of discourse). There are only regular and electric bicycles
(which are disjoint) that all have a number of wheels and where the latter has an engine as part.
Clients can rent bicycles in a city. Bicycles, engines, and wheels are identified by their respective
ID. The first step is to decide how to formalise this in which logic.

Consider the relationship between the Electric bicycle and Engine. There are multiple options
that may have consequences for the logic and the resultant computational complexity of popular
automated reasoning tasks:
1. One-directional binary relationship; choose either partOf or hasPart.
2. Two-directional binary relationships, partOf and hasPart; choose whether to declare them inverses

or not.
3. One non-directional binary relationship with two roles (as part of the relation) that the

participating entities play, named, say partwhole with as roles [part] and [whole]; choose whether
to define the relationship as having those roles as part.

4. Reify the relationship to a new class and add two new binary relationships to each participating
entity type, e.g., Parthood with as new relationships partOf and hasPart that must have as
domain Parthood; choose whether to approximate the reification (i.e., add only mandatory or
only functional (“at most one”) constraints or both on the two new binaries) or demand logical
equivalence (i.e., also have the external identifier, as in ORM, or owner entity identifier, as in
ER).

5. Acknowledge that relationships in CDMs are local rather than reused like they are in ontologies,
so the parthood relationships between Electric bicycle and Engine and between Cycle and Wheel
must have unique names; choose whether to declare them equivalent or not.

Regarding option 2: adding inverses may or may not change the worst-case computational
complexity of a language: e.g., the Description Logic (DL) ALCQ and ALCQI are both ExpTime-
complete [123], whereas EL (the basis of the OWL 2 EL profile [90]) does not have inverse
properties and is PTime-complete, but adding inverses increases complexity [58].

TGDK
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Option 3 requires more machinery in the logic, specifically roles (called role components in
DLs) as core elements and functions to relate the role player to the role, which is used for more
convenient processing. Defining relationships, such as defining (familial) aunt to be precisely one’s
parent’s sister (aunt ≡ hasParent ◦ hasSister), pushes the logic into undecidability in most cases
[85, 135, 106]. The reification-based approach of option 4 is used by, e.g., Wikidata’s data model6.
Logical equivalence with a binary relationship requires an advanced identifier constraint that is
currently only available in DLRifd [31] and CFDI∀−

nc [125] DLs and in full first order logic, but
not in OWL that has ample software infrastructure.

For the disjointness, one could either capture that as the complement or as full disjointness, i.e.,
as Bicycle ⊑ ¬Electrical bicycle or as Bicycle ⊓ Electrical bicycle ⊑ ⊥, respectively. Diagrams show
disjointness declared on the subsumption relation rather than between the entity types, however,
and it thus can be declared only in a class hierarchy, not any number of arbitrary classes in the
CDM.

There are more choices for other elements, which, taken together with the myriad of logics,
easily can lead to a combinatorial explosion of the combination of formalisation choices with the
logic chosen, and which subset of constraints of the CDML is honoured in the formalisation. For
instance, OWL DL [87] does not have qualified cardinality constraints to be able to capture the
constraint on Wheel fully; OWL 2 DL [91] does. ⌟

The different options for this one example are illustrations of how to formalise a particular
element, constraint, or combination thereof. CDMs have only a limited set of such patterns and this
can be defined algorithmically so that the logic-based reconstruction can be done systematically
and a repeat reconstruction will result in the same formalisation, provided the same vocabulary is
used where vocabulary needs to be provided. The designers of the different algorithms have made
different formalisation choices, and thus their corresponding tools will not necessarily result in the
same formalisation given the same CDM.

Finally, an element of the CDML may not be unambiguous and therefore it may be formalised
differently across formalisations. The common example of such an issue is UML’s aggregation
association that was a “semantic variation point” according to the UML v2.4 standard [94] and
its semantics is left to the implementer to specify.

3.2 Popular logics for logic-based reconstructions

Most research has focussed on the motivation of the first strand, expressiveness and model quality,
both from a conceptual modelling and from a logics perspective, such as [7, 15, 59, 120, 70, 104].
Popular logics to give the graphical elements a formal semantics and to use that for automated
reasoning over them at least in theory, are Description Logics (DL) languages but also other
logics have been used (e.g., [7, 15]). Several of those other logics, notably those with some tooling
support, include UML’s object constraint language (OCL) [103], common logic interchange format
CLIF (an ISO-standardised first order logic) [98], Alloy (also first-order logic) [21], and Z (a
typed first order logic) [67]. Conversely, there are also multiple formalisations for one CDML; e.g.,
logic-based reconstructions of ORM include, among others, [48, 50, 59, 120, 71, 133] and for ER
and EER both from a modeller’s perspective [36, 111, 122] and from the logicians’ one with the
DLR family [29, 30, 31] and DL-Lite family [28] of languages.

6 Reification such as described by [62]. See also the data model at https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/
DataModel; last accessed on 2-1-2024.

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/DataModel
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikibase/DataModel
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Table 2 Popular logics for CDMLs and a set of features (adapted and extended from [42]). “–”:
negative/absent; “+”: positive/present; “feature mismatch” refers to the number of constraints (e.g,
disjointness) that can be captured in the logic; roles sensu DL role components or FOL argument places
in relations and relationships.

DL-LiteA (Approx.
OWL 2 QL)

DLRifd OWL 2 DL FOL

Selection of features
– without roles + with roles – without roles – without roles
– no n-aries + has n-aries – no n-aries + has n-aries
+ attributes + attributes + attributes – no attributes
+ has datatypes + has datatypes + has datatypes – no datatypes
– very few language fea-
tures; large mismatch

+ little feature mismatch ± some feature mis-
match, with overlapping
sets

+ little feature mismatch

– logic-based reconstruc-
tions to complete

+ logic-based reconstruc-
tions exist

– logic-based reconstruc-
tions to complete

± logic-based reconstruc-
tions exist

+ modularity (import
statements etc)

– modularity + modularity (import
statements etc)

– modularity

UNA / no UNA no UNA no UNA no UNA
± OWA ± OWA ± OWA ± OWA

Computation and implementability
+ PTIME (TBox); AC0

(ABox)
± ExpTime-complete ± N2ExpTime-complete – undecidable

+ very scalable (TBox
and ABox)

± somewhat scalable
(TBox)

± somewhat scalable
(TBox)

– not scalable

+ relevant automated
reasoners available

– no implementation + relevant automated
reasoners available

± limited automated
reasoners (see text for de-
tail)

+ linking with ontologies
doable

– no interoperability + linking with ontologies
doable

– no interoperability
with widely used infra-
structures

+ modularity infrastruc-
ture

– modularity infrastruc-
ture

+ modularity infrastruc-
ture

– modularity infrastruc-
ture

Alternative approaches consider the verification problem, for which constraint programming
is used [25, 26], and there are a few graph-based approaches [20]. Also, there is the deductive
databases approach based on logic programming [88], in which the concepts of closed world
assumption (CWA) and unique name assumption were first introduced. ConceptBase7 is a
tool that adds conceptual modelling and metamodelling features based on the same logical
representation. Deductive databases focus on a logic-based representation and inference within an
already deployed database system, however, where all choices and decisions about the formalisation
are already made, while conceptual modelling is concerned with creating a high-level, technology-
independent representation of the entire information system during the early stages of development
where there are still plenty of open points to formalise. Although it is possible to do conceptual
modelling in this context, it is not in the main interest of the deductive databases area. Other
attempts, such as exploring category theory [120] for a precise specification, are also considered
out of scope for this review.

The next three paragraphs elaborate on the main trends.

7 https://conceptbase.sourceforge.net

TGDK
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3.2.1 Coverage and DLs

We shall focus on DLs since they are relatively popular thanks to the OWL standard [87, 91],
which is largely based on them [65]8, the software tooling ecosystem that it fostered, more research
has been carried out on logic-based reconstructions into a DL or a DL-based OWL species than for
other logic families, and they enjoy ample insights into the computational complexity of language
feature combinations.

Most logic-based reconstructions consider only one CDML family at a time. Well-known logics
for this purpose are DL-Lite and DLRifd for EER [7] and UML class diagrams [15], and OWL for
(fragments of) ORM and UML class diagrams [133]. The formalisations are typically incomplete
with respect to the full CDML due to limited expressiveness of the logic; among others, omitting
ER’s identifiers (aka keys) [34], excluding n-ary relationships where n may also be ≥ 3 [7, 133], or
no special semantics for UML’s aggregation association nor for its qualified associations [15]. To
some extent, this is unavoidable: ORM and its extended ORM2 are undecidable due to arbitrary
projections over n-aries and due to the acyclic role constraint, and probably also due to the
antisymmetric role constraint. An advantage of all these formalisations in the different logics
covering different features, is that it provides good insight into the computational complexity of
the CDMLs. Table 2 lists these and related aspect for four logics, three of which are expressive
ones. The for CDMLs relatively well-suited DLR family – meaning that there is a comparatively
good language feature alignment of the logics with CDMLs – are all ExpTime-complete. It
varies for the many flavours of DL-Lite for different EER fragments [7]. DL-Lite is included in
the comparison because it is popular in ontology-based data access, where the ontology has to
resemble a CDM for seamless query formulation and execution. OWL 2 DL is included for its
popularity, given that it is standardised and a reconstruction provides instant access to ample
software infrastructure. Their respective language feature sets have some overlap, but either has
features that the other one does not have; among others, OWL does not have n-aries proper, no
external uniqueness/multi-attribute identifiers or qualified associations, no compound attributes,
and no acyclicity, whereas the CDMLs notably do not have property chains and no defined classes.
FOL is a common and very expressive language at least on paper and therefore included. Its
status of “limited” automated reasoners refers to their plug ’n play level of maturity and the
reasoning services they currently offer, as compared to DL-based automated reasoners.

Adding the missing features to any of DL-Lite, DLR or DL-based OWL species is likely to
push them straight into undecidability, if they were not already. This also negatively affects
obtaining interesting results in unifying the CDMLs through one logic foundation as the central
point from which to pivot between graphical CDMs. The typical approach is to identify a common
fragment with features that all CDMLs have in common and devise a suitable logic for that,
such as the DL ALUNI [34] and the tailor-made DLs in the same low expressiveness range for
evidence-based unification of CDMLs [42]. An exception is the framework for the Distributed
Ontology, model, and specification Language (DOL) that uses institutions to provide a framework
to let different languages cooperate, including a logic-based reconstruction of UML class diagrams,
OWL, and CLIF [89, 54].

Given that one easily arrives at a logic that is ExpTime-complete even without covering all
CDML features, little has been done to venture into CDML extensions, although this is also in
part because there are not many temporal or spatial conceptual data modelling languages. The
main line of research where attempts have been made, concerns expressive temporal DLs like

8 OWL DL 2 is based on SROIQ [64], OWL 2 QL is based on DL-Lite [28], OWL 2 EL on EL++ [11], and
OWL 2 RL was inspired by both Description Logic Programs [53] and pD∗ [121].
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DLRUS [9] that serves as a basis for the temporal EER ERV T [10]. DLRUS was also explored in
context of the MADS spatio-temporal modelling language [99], and ERV T has been extended into
EER++

V T [95] and Trend [74], all of which still can be reconstructed into DLRUS . While DLRUS
turned out to be undecidable [9], this does not need to be the case for all temporal conceptual
data models in existence. Only those that have, among others, the following modelling features,
are: disjointness and covering (total) constraints, sub-relationships, timestamping, and evolution
(i.e., object migration) constraints [6]. Without them, a modeller lacks the ability to represent
temporal constraints such as, e.g., “each alumnus must have been a graduating student before”.

3.2.2 CDM runtime usage and DLs
The second strand of research into logic-based reconstructions of CDMLs, runtime usage, focuses on
(very) lean fragments for scalability. The software system then uses at least the conceptual model’s
vocabulary, relationships, and possibly also its constraints or a subset thereof. Practically, the
CDM is then deemed so-called “background knowledge” of the system, rather than the traditional
view on it as a starting point for software design from a requirements specification. Popular
runtime usages are test data generation for verification and validation [92, 110], query answering
with the principal aim of query execution or user-centred query design [16, 33, 35, 82, 113], and
database query execution during query compilation [124].

Query answering has received most attention in AI under the name of ontology-based data
access (OBDA) [100] and related implementations generally [136, 17, 82, 124, 3], and specific
use cases such as EPNet [27] whose “ontologies” are de facto conceptual data models (see for a
comparison, e.g., [73]). An alternative approach to the same problem uses transformations rather
than a mapping layer, availing of the DL CFDI∀−

nc and an abstract relational model [125, 105].
CFDI∀−

nc has been shown to cover a substantial number of constraints used in ORM in its ORM2cfd

fragment [48] and the approach fits well also with EER [47]. Thanks to the transformations and
the assumption of materialising deductions, the expressivity of the logic for the CDML may be
higher in this configuration compared to the logic for the CDML in the OBDA approach; other
trade-offs are discussed in [47].

For the computationally “well-behaved” lean logics, the key challenge is that the formalisation
of a CDM becomes so complicated that it borders cognitive overload for the modeller, if they
have to do it all at once. That is, to have to combine in one view and all at the same time the
understanding of the universe of discourse, to model it right in the CDM, to know enough of
logics, and be fully conversant with its workarounds, convoluted encodings, and approximations.
In theory, this should be solvable with good modelling software.

As with the CDM reconstructions that focus on coverage, also here there are steps toward lean
temporal fragments, which are motivated mainly by spatio-temporal stream queries with OBDA
[69, 40, 97].

3.3 Approaches to the formalisation
Once the CDML, or a fragment thereof, and the logic are chosen there are two main ways to
create the logic-based reconstruction, whose components and their interactions are illustrated
in Figure 3. The distinction between the two is important, because they meet different sets of
formalisation and deployment requirements. One option is to do it algorithmically with a series of
rules stating what axiom(s) must be added to the knowledge base for each element encountered
in the CDM that needs to be formalised (e.g., [15, 42, 103]). This is like converting an existing
informal CDM to the logic. Practically, a particular model is deconstructed into component parts
where each component – a pattern or unit for formalisation – may be formalised in a single axiom
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Figure 3 Conceptual model describing the characteristics of the two main approaches used for creating
logic-based reconstructions of conceptual data models: Mapping-based and rule-based.

or several axioms, depending on the pattern and logic, which are then added one-by-one to a
logical theory. This resultant logical theory may be a semantically complete reconstruction of
the original CDM or only resembling the original CDM, for it may be missing an element (e.g., a
cardinality of “2-4” appears as “∃” in the logical theory) or approximating one (e.g., reification of
an n-ary without the identification constraint).

The other option is to declare a new textual syntax of the modelling language, map that
syntax to the graphical elements of the CDML, specify the semantics for the syntax, and then
show it can be represented in the chosen logic (e.g., [7, 48]). In this second option, the graphical
elements in the CDM are effectively a syntactic sugar coating in the modelling process that is
already logic-based from the start. With the mapping based approach, it is fully reconstructed by
design if the mapping were 1:1 and any excluded features could not be used to begin with, else it
is also only an approximation. That is: the details of the reconstruction into the logic vary by
proposal and are embedded in the creation of the mapping.

The rules-based approach is illustrated in Appendix A.1, where we adapt the “positionalist
core profile” DCp of [42] for the occasion, which contains the features used most across UML class
diagrams, EER, and ORM2, into DL syntax (and thus semantics) [12] with the specific DL role
component notation as in the DLR family of DLs [29]. The mapping-based approach is illustrated
in Appendix A.2, also with the DCp language. It is clearly more verbose in its specification than
the rules-based one, and takes more time to specify. We illustrate some formalisations with both
approaches in the following example.

▶ Example 2. Consider again the bicycles of Figure 2. Let us formalise a section of it into the
DL fragment for DCp, using the rules listed in Appendix A.1:

≥ 1[whole]PW ⊑ ElectricBicycle

≥ 1[part]PW ⊑ Engine

Engine ⊑ ∃power.T ⊓ ≤ 1 power

ElectricBicycle ⊑ Cycle

ElectricBicycle ⊑ ≤ 1[whole]PW ⊓ ≥ 1 [whole]PW

The same section of the model can be formalised a different set of rules for a different logic. For
instance, let us take the same section in OWL 2 DL: we first need to somehow add directionality to
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the nondirectional PW relationship. Further, one could argue about whether the PW relationship
should be typed with a domain and range axiom, since it is used twice and so without typing, one
can then obtain a more elegant formalisation. If so, it would be, at least:

SubClassOf(ObjectSomeValuesFrom(ex : hasPart) ex : ElectricBicycle)
SubClassOf(ObjectSomeValuesFrom(ex : isPartOf) ex : Engine)
SubClassOf(ex : Engine (ObjectIntersectionOf (DataSomeValuesFrom(ex : power)

FunctionalDataProperty(ex : power)))
SubClassOf(ex : ElectricBicycle ex : Cycle)
SubClassOf(ex : ElectricBicycle ObjectExactValuesFrom(1ex : hasPart))

and optionally with the additional assertion that hasPart is the inverse of isPartOf. If one were
to decide against typing relationships in the rules-based approach, still for OWL 2 DL, then
the following set of axioms approximates it by exploiting the qualified cardinality constraint feature:

SubClassOf(ex : Engine (ObjectIntersectionOf (DataSomeValuesFrom(ex : power)
FunctionalDataProperty(ex : power)))

SubClassOf(ex : ElectricBicycle ex : Cycle)
SubClassOf(ex : ElectricBicycle ObjectExactValuesFrom(1 ex : hasPart ex : Engine))

The mapping approach, on the other hand, is laborious to define (recall Appendix A.2), but then
results in a succinct notation in the formalisation, for one can use the textual version of the CDML.
The same model snippet is then:

rel(PW) = {whole : ElectricBicycle, part : Engine}
att(Engine) = {power : T}

isa(ElectricBicycle, Cycle)
cmin(ElectricBicycle, PW, whole) = 1

cmax(ElectricBicycle, PW, whole) = 1

This notation is likely to be more readable for users who are not logicians, because a term like att for
attribute or, say, Attribute in full, is closer to common terminology than FunctionalDataProperty,
and likewise a simple comma to separate the part and whole versus a “⊓” symbol. ⌟

As can be seen in the example, a different set of rules may result in a knowledge base that
is never equivalent, regardless whether that was into the same logic or into different logics with
an isomorphism. For instance, with the “bumping up the role names”-approach rather than the
roles-based approach, it would not be equivalent due to having created two independent OWL
object properties, hasP and isofP, whereas there is only one relationship (PW) in the DCp-based
knowledge base. This also motivates that each CDM-to-logic-X converter would need to be explicit
on the rules the algorithm uses.

It must be noted that the resultant logic needed to encode all DCp knowledge bases, those
language features in that DL syntax allow formulas that are not DCp knowledge bases, or: this
logic is more expressive than DCp. For example, a knowledge base using that DL fragment may
contain A ⊑ ∃a.T⊓ ≤ 1a⊓ ∀a.T , but it cannot be obtained from the translation of any conceptual
data model that has only DCp’s elements. This is a feature that holds for all such reconstructions:
it is a one-way direction from conceptual data model into the logic, but not vice versa.

Observe that since a rule-based construction procedure is linear in the number of elements
in the CDM, as most of them are, the overall complexity of translation and any subsequent
automated reasoning on the theory remains the same as for the logic. The overall complexity
of the mapping-based approach depends on its realisation. If one can model only with what is
declared in that mapping, then the complexity is the same as in the logic, which is more efficient
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Table 3 Summary of differences between the rule-based and mapping-based approaches, principally
emanating from both the different components and relations between them (see Figure 3) and from how
the two approaches are currently realised (see the Appendix for an illustration).

Rule-based Mapping-based

Logic is more expressive than the CDML The logic is/can be as expressive as the CDML
When mapped into that logic, the only semantics
is that of that logic

Can swap the semantics or declare multiple and
choose, like set-based for model-theoretic

Formalisation decisions “hidden” in the algorith-
m/rules

Ontological commitments explicit in the text-based
version and what maps to what

May be with information loss (i.e., less in the
formalisation than was modelled in the diagram)

Typically, it is information-preserving

Relatively quick specifications for the formalisa-
tion

It is more verbose in its specification and takes more
time to specify

Goes in one direction only, from diagram to the
axioms

Two-way direction between the CDM and logic

Executed post hoc after completion of the model,
or needs to be re-run each time a change has
been made

Formalised at modelling time with formalisation
and diagram updated in real-time. Computationally
faster than re-running the formalisation in the rule-
based approach

Graphical elements in the CDM take precedence Graphical elements in the CDM are effectively a
syntactic sugar coating in the modelling process
that is already logic-based from the start

than the rules-based approach thanks to not having to do the linear translation. If one can model
independently from the CDML in the mapping, then one has to add the pattern-finding complexity
to the complexity for the logic.

The approaches also can be merged. For instance, a rules-based approach that transforms
EER to an intermediary abstract relational model [47], which has its own syntax that is closer to
the relational model with its semantics and a mapping from that abstract relational model to a
logic (a DL in the case of [17, 82, 124]).

4 Reasoning over and with Conceptual Data Models

Depending on the aims of the modeller, it may already suffice to have a logic-based reconstruction
for precision and elimination of ambiguity of the language. It may also be the case that the
CDM is formalised in order to use it with automated reasoning services. The principal reasoning
tasks assumed for DL-formalised CDMs are the so-called standard reasoning services for DL
knowledge bases and OWL ontologies: satisfiability, consistency, instance checking, and querying
[12]. Satisfiability and consistency are interesting theoretically, and deducing implicit information
can improve on the model’s quality, but for this to be useful during the modelling stage, the
available CDML features need to be used more often than currently done [75]. In particular:
disjointness constraints, cardinalities beyond 1, and role and relationship subsumption ought, or
would need, to be used more often to obtain most benefits. Discovering unsatisfiable classes are
useful because if undetected, they result in necessarily empty database tables in a database or
OOP classes in the application cannot have any objects. Upfront correction before implementation
is better than revising after unit test failures. Detecting implicit cardinality constraints is useful
so that they can be made explicit in the database or application, which enhances data integrity.
These benefits can be obtained thanks to having formalised the CMD in order to enable automated
reasoning over it, which results in a better quality CDM. This is illustrated in the next example.
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Figure 4 EER diagram of Example 3, where a modeller created a relationship but forgot to specify it
further, and asserted an electrical bicycle to be both a motorised vehicle and a bicycle.

Figure 5 EER diagram of Figure 4 with deductions shown: the Electric bicycle is unsatisfiable (due to
the multiple inheritance and disjointness) and the stronger constraints of the parent PW relationship is
inherited down the hierarchy.

▶ Example 3. Consider the CDM about bicycles in Figure 4: Vehicles may have at most two engines
as part and each engine is part of exactly one vehicle. Bicycles and motorised vehicles (which
are disjoint) are vehicles, and electric bicycles are both a type of bicycle and a type of motorised
vehicle. In addition, the modeller created a part-whole relationship between motorised vehicle and
engine, declared it a subrelationship of the former, but forgot to specify the cardinality constraints,
which defaults to 0..n. A logic-based reconstruction of the EER diagram is straightforward in either
of the languages in the DLR family as well as in OWL 2 and thus also in first order predicate
logic, be it following the rules-based or mapping-based approach.

Running the automated reasoner, there are three deductions, which are highlighted in Figure 5.
First, the Electric Bicycle class is unsatisfiable: no individual electric bicycle can be both a bicycle
and a motorised vehicle, according to this model, because of the disjointness constraint on the entity
type subsumption. Additionally, thanks to the subsumption axiom between the PW between vehicle
and engine and motorised vehicle and engine, we obtain two more deductions: the subsumed PW
relationship inherits two stronger cardinality constraints declared over the parent relationship. ⌟

Example 3 is a variation on examples and tooling that exists since 2000 with the ICom tool
for EER diagrams [49], its evolution with its own notation9 and better module management to
declare inter-model assertions [43], and subsequent bifurcation into ORMie for reasoning over
ORM2 diagrams [114] and crowd2 that supports reasoning over ORM2, EER, and UML class
diagrams and swapping between them [23]. They mostly use the DL ALCQI either directly or
they use a behind-the-scenes reification of n-aries by rewriting them into n binaries in case n ≥ 3.
That is, common automated reasoners for OWL 2 DL, such as HermiT [51] or Racer [57], can be,
and are, used in these implementations.

9 There are other tools that provide a diagrammatic interface to OWL that resemble EER, UML or ORM to a
greater or lesser extent, most recently by [79], but the reverse is a different problem and outside the scope of
this review, as are graphical notations that are not conceptual data models.
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The notion of finite satisfiability – i.e., the problem of deciding whether a knowledge base
has a finite non-empty model – in the context of DL-based formalisations is sometimes also
considered [14, 15]. If so, this is done more often from the viewpoint of model verification in
software engineering and also availing of constraint programming or OCL besides, or instead of,
FOL, DL, or HOL, it is focussed on UML class diagrams only, and the majority has only a Yes/No
type of output [25, 26, 52, 109].

The reasoning service of instance checking in the DL and OWL sense is not relevant in
conceptual model development, for it is focussed on type-level information only, i.e., the TBox
in DL terminology. Where instances can, and do, feature in the modelling processes are all
in different tasks, being: 1) in the specification of small sample populations to help derive the
participation constraints [60], 2) automatic test data generation from CDMs [110], and 3) in a
test-driven development method [126]. Because of the absence of an ABox and considering regular
conceptual modelling practices, it is hard to obtain an inconsistent CDM and therefore it is, to
the best of our knowledge, fully ignored in the research.

Querying over a CDM has not received particular attention, unlike the Query-By-Diagram
idea since 1990 [4] and the scalable ontology-based data access that evolved from it [100], which
includes using a graphical conceptual data model for it, notably ORM and ORM-like notations
(e.g., [33, 35]; see [112] for a review). The first basic task is to use the conceptual data model
to “point and click” to select the elements to query, which is then translated into a SPARQL
query and from there into SQL, or straight to SQL, to fetch the data from the data store. The
more advanced option uses the knowledge represented in the CDM to enhance the query. The
enhancement can occur at the level of the TBox, where the query itself is rewritten taking the
logic-based reconstruction of the CDM into account, or it is used to compute the deductions over
the instances to subsequently materialise the results (i.e., append to the database), which is then
queried with the plain query. The general idea is illustrated in Example 2.

▶ Example 4. Consider the following simple conceptual data model CDM that consists of a
fragment of the EER diagram in Figure 4:

CDM = {Bicycle ⊑ Vehicle, MotorisedVehicle ⊑ Vehicle, Bicycle ⊑ ¬MotorisedVehicle}
A corresponding database may have three tables, assuming each entity type has its own database
table, and at least one instance each:

DB = {Bicycle(b1), MotorisedVehicle(mv1), Vehicle(v1)}
Consider now the query “Retrieve all vehicles”, i.e., SELECT * FROM Vehicle for a relational
database. A regular RDBMS returns only {v1} as answer, it being the only tuple in that table.

Now consider OBDA with the query rewriting approach. The abstract representation of the
query is: q(x) ← V ehicle(x). In evaluating the query, it first consults CDM: the algorithm
detects the two subsumption axioms and rewrites the query as q(x)← V ehicle(x) ∨Bicycle(x) ∨
MotorisedV ehicle(x). This rewritten query is converted into SQL, which amounts to a union
of SELECT * FROM Vehicle, SELECT * FROM MotorisedVehicle, and SELECT * FROM Bicycle.
It returns {b1, mv1, v1}, which is what a typical user would expect when asking for all the
vehicles.

Consider again the same query, but now we incorporate the knowledge of the CDM in the
database before we run the same query, also called ABox rewriting or the combined approach.
The algorithm detects the Bicycle ⊑ Vehicle and updates the database:

DB = {Bicycle(b1), MotorisedVehicle(mv1), Vehicle(v1), Vehicle(b1)}
and likewise for the motorised vehicle:

DB = {Bicycle(b1), MotorisedVehicle(mv1), Vehicle(v1), Vehicle(b1), Vehicle(mv1)}
The query q(x)← V ehicle(x) translates to SELECT * FROM Vehicle, but now that table has the
other instances as well, and so the query answer is {b1, mv1, v1} as well. This approach permits
more advanced queries, such as with path queries that have been shown to be more effective [82]. ⌟
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Notwithstanding that the intuitive idea is seemingly straightforward, the logics and algorithms
for the various options are rather involved and depend on the logic used for the TBox; for an
early overview on query rewriting see [100], for the first database completion, see [81], and an
overview with many further references can be found in Section 3.1 of Schneider and Simkus’ recent
review on linking ontologies to databases [107]. In addition, each option has its pros and cons
regarding computational complexity, query expressiveness, expressivity of the logic for the CDM,
and optimal usage scenarios [47].

Finally, two orthogonal choices that affect reasoning are choosing between the Closed (CWA)
vs Open (OWA) world assumptions and whether to choose for the unique name assumption
(UNA) or not. No UNA negatively affects computational complexity especially for the lean OBDA
logics [8]. CWA vs OWA principally affects the deductions and it is mostly left implicit that the
logic-based reconstructions use OWA since logics in AI assume this unless stated otherwise. CWA
is often used in situations where the knowledge is assumed to be complete and where uncertainty
is not explicitly represented or tolerated. OWA is used in situations where uncertainty is explicitly
acknowledged and where it is important to represent and reason about incomplete information.
OWA is more flexible and allows for the representation of unknown or partially known facts. In
principle, a CDM may include both approaches.

5 Challenges and future directions

We describe some challenges that emerge from the discussion in previous sections. We classify
them along three lines of inquiry: CDM languages, CDM integration with related areas, and CDM
applications.

5.1 CDML design
In this section, we analyse challenges in formalisation and expressivity of CDML design. The
formalisation space to a logic of choice is crowded with many attempts and assigning semantics to
a CDML appears a solved problem, or if not solved, admitted to be intractable in the sense that it
will never meet all demands at the same time – good in the formalisation, good in tooling support,
and effective use throughout applications. Yet another formalisation of plain EER, ORM2, or
UML class diagrams in yet another logic may only make a marginal contribution to the body
of knowledge. Also the CDM interoperability, or logic as unifier, task has been well explored
(see [42, 22] and references therein), albeit with limited tools and mostly covering a small set of
constraints. From our own experiences by both authors, it is tedious, time-consuming, and difficult
to publish because from the outside it looks like just more of the same without an appreciation
of the thorny finer details and principal differences and consequences thereof. There may be a
higher chance of more impact by considering extensions, notably logic-based temporal conceptual
data modelling for stream processing or for process mining, and to investigate how to transform a
logic-based temporal CDM into a temporal database. This may also connect with the process
modelling that Storey et al.’s review highlighted as a general trend in conceptual data modelling
[116].

The different clusters of formalisations have different sets of shortcomings and one that they
all share, except for the CDML profiles in [42]: none of them is evidence-based regarding what
features conceptual modellers use and to prioritise accordingly. In addition, user evaluations
on usability and understandability are mostly lacking. When carried out, it is about the non-
logical additional graphical or textual notation, such as for the logic-based Trend temporal
conceptual data modelling language [74] or diagrammatic preferences only (e.g., [129]). Among
others, neither the effects of using an automated reasoner in a conceptual data modelling task has
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been investigated with human modellers, nor the perceptions of modelling for OBDA. To attain
scientific progress, such experiences need to go beyond anecdotes in a few use cases and they need
to be tested in a controlled setting, or at least documented and analysed systematically when
pooling together a set of use cases.

In addition, to the best of our knowledge, there are no methodologies that incorporate logic-
based reconstructions and automated reasoning over the CDM, other than stating it as part of a
workflow in FaCiL [22] and it is alluded to in test-driven development of CDM in [126]. Perhaps
these gaps contribute to the, to date, limited uptake of logic-based conceptual data modelling in
industry. Another reason for that may be that modellers do not use as many language features
as they ought to [75] to get the most out of the automated reasoning and thus may need to be
trained better in logic-based conceptual data modelling. Another reason may be the relative
immaturity of the sparse logic-based conceptual data modelling tools that are mostly of the
level of proof-of-concept or prototype [21, 23, 41, 43, 114], rather than full-fledged end-user and
commercial-level applications. The underlying issues and opportunities are still unexplored.

Recently, there has been a decline in interest to develop logic-based reasoners [1], most of
them being nowadays discontinued in their development. It seems that the mere availability of
reasoners is not enough for widespread usage. Much effort is necessary to develop tools that
integrate reasoning with real world applications. CDMs may present an opportunity to investigate
new tools that demand reasoning services, with the objective to improve the modelling process
and enhance the quality of conceptual models, and, just as important, their runtime usage in
intelligent information systems.

5.2 CDM integration with related research areas
Ontologies and knowledge graphs are well established research areas that are closely related to
CDMs. There are numerous practices that attempt to blur the lines between CDMs and ontologies
[45], both in OBDA and elsewhere, as well as recognising the differences but then facing the
challenge of how exactly how to relate the two artefacts (e.g., [32, 68]). This involves both how to
map between the two at the language level and at the modelling pattern level, and the processes for
the various use cases. For instance, top-down generation of candidate CDMs from an ontology, as
Jarrar et al.’s aim was [68], requires different procedures from the original motivation for ontologies,
as a bottom-up approach to provide a common vocabulary that all CDMs can link to [73]. Their
precise interaction – why, when, and how – may be informally clear to some, but that is still
non-trivial to apply in practice and does not appear to be clear to the practitioner community.
What exactly is missing to fully resolve it both in theory, including with which methods and
techniques, and for deployment, is yet to be addressed fully.

This review being a narrative review about the logics rather than a systematic review of both
logics and automated reasoning services that are more popular in the ontology engineering field,
there is the risk of some bias in the selection of sources. For Section 4, this was intentionally
limited to “standard” reasoning services to illustrate some benefits of a logic-based approach. A
systematic or broader narrative review about reasoning services for logic-based CDMs may provide
additional insight.

From a different angle, and looking at both older and more recent techniques and standards
than the most popular – by a large margin in terms of research efforts – logic-based reconstructions,
are knowledge graphs that also do relate in some way to CDMs and the logics. Graph-based
approaches are expected to (re)gain in popularity. We do not refer to choosing a graph-based
semantics after transforming a CDM into OWL or OWL 2 syntax [87, 91], though possible, but
the transformation of the CDMs into graphs directly or them being graphs from the outset. The
former was proposed by Boyd and McBrian who used hypergraphs for interoperability among the
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established CDMLs [20] that is based on their graph-based data model [101]. An example of the
latter is the TEGeL modelling language, which is a type graph from the outset and has a set of
new icons; its formalisation is only assumed in [108], however, and its aim is specifically for a
translation into a graph database only. One could link it to the formal definitions in Appendix B of
[63], to RDF [61] or RDFS [24], and with or without constraints, be they with ShEx [13] or SHACL
[77] or their logic-based foundation (see [96] for a recent brief overview and references therein), or
another approach, such as extending a DL with more options for attributes, as in [78]. This is
fertile ground for research whose outcomes may, in turn, feed into the neuro-symbolic strand of
usage through KG embeddings that presumably would be improved by such logic-enhanced KGs
and it would offer new means for quality control of the information represented in the KG.

5.3 CDM applications in other and new contexts
Other subtopics within the scope of logic-based CDMs are automated content learning, evolution
of CDMs, and automated adaptation of CDMs and their database based on the queries posed.
Automated CDM content learning should be able to leverage the advances made on corpus-based
KG and ontology learning and may also make use of research on automated database-driven
logic-based CDM creation that maintains the intermediate state [80]. Dynamic CDM optimisation
from database usage patterns concerns updating the CDM by taking into account what data is
queried from the database [137]. For instance, if only a fraction of the attributes are queried
most of the time, the rarely used ones can be relegated to a separate entity type, like given a
Person with attributes tel.no and address where only their tel.no is queried in 95% of the queries,
then the optimisation suggestion would be to create a separate entity type Address with a binary
relationship to Person. This can save time in query answering and possibly simplify the query
interface of an OBDA system.

Further automation in creation, quality control, and use of CDMs does receive interest, as
noted in Section 2 and with recent reviews such as [109] on verification. They all do need a
formalised CDM to ensure correct operation, yet more such UML advances are still to be ported
to other CDMLs and embedded in CDM development methodologies and usage process.

CDM evolution has been well-researched under the term schema evolution at least since the
1990s with renewed interest in the 2000s thanks to ontology evolution and those logics specifically.
Ontology evolution is known to be far from trivial, however, which carries over to logic-based
CDMs at least to some extent. Given that CDMs have a more restrictive grammar than most of
the logics used, it may be less hard, and use cases with current relevance should be specified to
limit the possibilia to increase the possibility to find a solution.

Finally, multilingual modelling may become an area of interest, as it is in ontology development
for the past 15 years and increasingly for knowledge graphs as well, but it has received little
attention in combination with logic-based conceptual modelling [5].

6 Conclusions

Information modelling with conceptual data modelling languages such as EER, UML Class
Diagrams, and ORM has been augmented with logic-based reconstructions mainly for precision,
quality, and runtime usage for querying and verification. Many logics have been used for many
different conceptual data modelling fragments, having used either a rules-based or a mapping-
based approach to the formalisation. This paper provided a succinct overview of key choice
points in the aims to formalise, approaches to the formalisation, popular logics used, and the
principal relevant reasoning services. Current challenges and research directions include the
modeller’s perspective (with user evaluations), interaction with ontologies, and a renewed interest
in graph-based approaches.
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A Examples of both approaches to the logic-based reconstruction

Since both approaches for CDM or CDML formalisation work in principle for any conceptual
data modelling language, as described in Section 3.3, we first harmonise terminology across such
CDMLs, using the unified metamodel [76]: Relationship (also called association or fact type),
Role (relationship component, association end), Object Type (entity type, class), Attribute10, and
Data Type. Second, the different properties of the rules-based vs. the mapping-based approach,
as also depicted in Figure 3, practically result in different sequences of steps for how to create
that logic-based reconstruction. The ones we followed in this appendix are graphically depicted
in Figure 6, where steps 2 and 3 are illustrated in this appendix; step 1 was taken from other
work and steps 4 and 5 are realised in crowd2. Note that the aim is to illustrate the way these
logic-based reconstructions are done in the literature and these two approaches are our distillation
of the two key distinct approaches researchers have taken. It is not meant to be prescriptive and
there is no official or investigated method for carrying out this task.

We use the DCp “positionalist core profile” of [42] to illustrate both approaches, because it
respects the positionalist ontological commitment of those languages and it is a relatively simple
language with few features that are those that have been shown to be used most in UML class
diagrams, EER, and ORM2. Specifically, based on the analysis of the 101 publicly available CDMs
[75], the feature list of DCp is expressive enough to include 87.57% of the entities (elements and
constraints) used in all the 101 models analysed, and 91,88% of the entities in the UML models,
73.29% of the contents of the ORM and ORM2 models, and 94.64% of the ER and EER models
[42].

A.1 Rule-based approach
First, we specify the rules for the algorithmic conversion for any CDM within the DCp feature list:

▶ Definition 5 (Syntax of DCp [42]). Given a conceptual model in any of UML class diagrams,
EER, and ORM2, take the set of all object types ranging over symbols A, B, ..., binary relationships
P , datatypes T and attributes a in the conceptual data model as the basic elements in the knowledge
base. Then construct a knowledge base in DCp by applying the rules:

10 ORM does not have “attribute” as such, but a value type has an attribute, it being a binary relation between
a class and a data type. This is a straight-forward conversion procedure; see [44] for details.
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1. Make choices:
- purpose
- formalisation options
- logic framework

2a. For each CDM element 
included, write axiom 

pattern to add to the theory 

3a. Define semantics for 
those axiom patterns

2b. Define textual syntax 
for each CDM element 
included (mapped to its 

graphical notation) 

3b. Define semantics for 
those textual elements

2.5c. Map to DL (or another 
logic) syntax

3c. Use the usual DL (resp. 
the other logic) semantics

4. Implement (or assume so)

mapping-based approachrules-based approach

5a. Take a CDM. For each 
element: select relevant 

axiom pattern, instantiate 
with the CDM vocabulary, 

add to the theory 

5bc. Formalise CDM during 
its design, as elements are 

added

Figure 6 Possible sequences of steps for creating logic-based reconstructions of conceptual data models.

1. For each relationship P between object types A and B, add to the knowledge base
≥ 1[1]P ⊑ A and ≥ 1[2]P ⊑ B

2. For each attribute a of datatype T within an object type A (including the transformation of
ORM’s Value Type following the rule in [44]), add

A ⊑ ∃a.T⊓ ≤ 1a

3. Subsumption between two object types A and B is formalised by adding the assertion
A ⊑ B

4. For each object type cardinality m..n in relationship P with respect to its i-th component A,
add

A ⊑≤ n[i]P ⊓ ≥ m[i]P

5. Add for each mandatory constraints of a concept A in a relationship P either the axiom
A ⊑≥ 1[1]P or A ⊑≥ 1[2]P

depending on the position played by A in P . This is a special case of the previous one, with
n = 1.

6. For each single identification in object type A with respect to an attribute a of datatype T , add
id A a

Given the formalisation rules in Definition 5, the DL for DCp would result in the following
syntax: starting from atomic elements, we can construct binary relationships R, arbitrary concepts

TGDK
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C and axioms X as follows:

C −→⊤ |A | ≤ k[i]R | ≥ k[i]R | ∀a.T | ∃a.T |
≤ 1 a |C ⊓D

R −→⊤2 |P | (i : C)
X −→C ⊑ D | id C a

where i = 1, 2 and 0 < k (roles may be numbered or named, and are not ordered).
Then, for the second step in the algorithmic procedure, the semantics. For DLs, it can avail of

the model-theoretic semantics with its customary notation, as included in Definition 6:

▶ Definition 6 (Semantics of DCp [42]). An DCp interpretation I = (·IC , ·IT , ·I) for a knowledge base
in DCp consists of a set of objects ∆I

C , a set of datatype values ∆I
T , and a function ·I satisfying

the constraints shown in Table 4. It is said that I satisfies the assertion C ⊑ D iff CI ⊆ DI ; and
it satisfies the assertion id C a iff there exists T such that CI ⊆ (∃a.T⊓ ≤ 1a)I (mandatory 1)
and for all v ∈ T I it holds that #{c|c ∈ ∆I

C ∧ (c, v) ∈ aI} ≤ 1 (inverse functional).

Table 4 Semantics of DCp (Source: [42]).

⊤I ⊆ ∆I
C

AI ⊆ ⊤I

⊤I
2 = ⊤I × ⊤I

P I ⊆ ⊤I
2

T I ⊆ ∆I
T

aI ⊆ ⊤I × ∆I
T

(C ⊓ D)I = CI ∩ DI

(≤ k[i]R)I = {c ∈ ∆I
C |#{(d1, d2) ∈ RI .di = c} ≤ k}

(≥ k[i]R)I = {c ∈ ∆I
C |#{d1, d2) ∈ RI .di = c} ≥ k}

(∃a.T )I = {c ∈ ∆I
C |∃v ∈ ∆I

T .(c, v) ∈ aI ∧ v ∈ T I}
(∀a.T )I = {c ∈ ∆I

C |∀v ∈ ∆I
T .(c, v) ∈ aI → v ∈ T I}

(≤ 1 a)I = {c ∈ ∆I
C |#{(c, v) ∈ aI} ≤ 1}

(i : C)I = {(d1, d2) ∈ ⊤I
2 |di ∈ CI}

An alternative option is to choose either of the five relationship formalisation options described
in Example 1, create a conversion algorithm from the positionalist relationships of conceptual
data models to that choice, and then create a different profile accordingly with, say, OWL in the
formalisation rules. The “bumping up the role names to relationships” choice and DL OWL2
syntax then would add the following axioms to the knowledge base, respectively in the same order
as in Definition 5:
1. SubClassOf(ObjectSomeValuesFrom(ex:hasP) ex:A) and

SubClassOf(ObjectSomeValuesFrom(ex:isOfP) ex:B)
2. SubClassOf(ex:A (ObjectIntersectionOf (DataSomeValuesFrom(ex:a)

FunctionalDataProperty(ex:a)))
3. SubClassOf(ex:A ex:B)
4. SubClassOf(ex:A ObjectIntersectionOf(ObjectMinCardinality(n ex:hasP)

ObjectMaxCardinality(m ex:hasP)))
5. SubClassOf(ex:A ObjectSomeValuesFrom(ex:hasP)) or

SubClassOf(ex:A ObjectSomeValuesFrom(ex:isOfP))
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6. SubClassOf(ex:A DataExactCardinality(1 ex:a)) and
SubClassOf(ex:A DataSomeValuesFrom(ex:a))

Alternatively, the relationship is not typed but qualified cardinality constraints are used, or hasP
and isOfP are declared inverses, or only one of the two is introduced with an inverse feature where
needed.

An example of this approach with a concrete CDM is illustrated in Example 2.

A.2 Mapping-based approach
The first step in the mapping approach is to declare the textual syntax which, if that were to have
been done for DCp, would have looked like as in Definition 7. For comprehensiveness, a table with
textual elements mapping to the respective graphical elements of the selected modelling language
should be done as well (Figure 7), then to declare the semantics (Definition 8). It can stop here,
or be mapped into a a logic of choice to obtain either a precise or approximate indication of the
computational complexity of the language needed for the CDM or chosen fragment thereof, as
shown in Definition 9 for a DL. The ones here are based on [72], but includes only those features
that are in DCp to facilitate a comparison with the first approach.

▶ Definition 7 (Conceptual Data Model DCp syntax)). A DCp conceptual data model is a tuple
Σ = (L, rel, att, cardR, cardA, isa, id) such that:
1. L is a finite alphabet partitioned into the sets: C (class symbols), A (attribute symbols), R

(relationship symbols), U (role symbols), and D (domain symbols); the tuple (C,A,R,U ,D) is
the signature of the conceptual model Σ.

2. att is a function that maps a class symbol in C to an A-labeled tuple over D, att : A 7→ D,
so that att(C) = {A1 : D1, . . . , Ah : Dh} where h a non-negative integer.

3. rel is a function that maps a relationship symbol in R to an U-labeled tuple over C, rel(R) =
{U1 : C1, U2 : C2}, if (Ui, Ci) ∈ rel(R) (with i = {1, 2}), then player(R, Ui) = Ci and
role(R, Ci) = Ui. The signature of the relation is σR = ⟨U , C, player, role⟩, where for all
Ui ∈ U , Ci ∈ C, if ♯U ≥ ♯C then for each ui, ci, rel(R), we have player(R, Ui) = Ci and
role(R, Ci) = Ui, and if ♯U > ♯C then player(R, Ui) = Ci, player(R, Ui+1) = Ci and
role(R, Ci) = Ui, Ui+1.

4. cardR is a function cardR : C ×R× U 7→ N× (N ∪ {∞}) denoting cardinality constraints.
We denote with cmin(C, R, U) and cmax(C, R, U) the first and second component of cardR.

5. cardA is a function cardA : C ×A 7→ N × (N ∪ {∞}) denoting multiplicity constraints for
attributes. We denote with cmin(C, A) and cmax(C, A) the first and second component of
cardA, and cardA(C, A) may be defined only if (A, D) ∈ att(C) for some D ∈ D;

6. isa is a binary relationship isa ⊆ C × C.
7. id is a function, id : C 7→ A, that maps a class symbol in C to its key attribute and A ∈ A is

an attribute already defined in att(C), i.e., id(C) may be defined only if (A, D) ∈ att(C) for
some D ∈ D.

▶ Definition 8 (DCp Semantics). Let Σ be a DCp conceptual data model. An interpretation for
the conceptual model Σ is a tuple I = (∆I ∪∆I

D, ·I), such that:
∆I is a nonempty set of abstract objects disjoint from ∆I

D;
∆I

D =
⋃

Di∈D ∆I
Di

is the set of basic domain values used in Σ; and
·I is a function that maps:

Every basic domain symbol D ∈ D into a set DI = ∆I
Di

.
Every class C ∈ C to a set CI ⊆ ∆I .
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Figure 7 Sample mapping of the DCp textual elements from Definition 7 to graphical elements of one
of the EER notational flavours and to UML Class Diagram elements.

Every relationship R ∈ R to a set RI of U-labeled tuples over ∆I – i.e. let R be an
binary relationship connecting the classes C1, C2, rel(R) = {U1 : C1, U2 : C2}, then,
r ∈ RI → (r = {U1 : o1, U2 : o2} ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, 2}.oi ∈ CI

i ).
Every attribute A ∈ A to a set AI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I

D, such that, for each C ∈ C, if att(C) =
{A1 : D1, . . . , Ah : Dh}, then, o ∈ CI → (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , h},∃di. ⟨o, di⟩ ∈ AI

i ∧ ∀di.⟨o, di⟩ ∈
AI

i → di ∈ ∆I
Di

).
I is said a legal database state or legal application software state if it satisfies all of the constraints
expressed in the conceptual data model:

For each C1, C2 ∈ C: if C1 isaC C2, then CI
1 ⊆ CI

2 .
For each R ∈ R with rel(R) = {U1 : C1, U2 : C2}: all instances of R are of the form
{U1 : o1, U2 : o2} where oi ∈ CI

i , Ui ∈ UI
i , and 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.

For each cardinality constraint cardR(C, R, U), then:
o ∈ CI → cmin(C, R, U) ≤ #{r ∈ RI | r[U ] = o} ≤ cmax(C, R, U).
For each multiplicity constraint cardA(C, A), then:
o ∈ CI → cmin(C, A) ≤ #{(o, a) ∈ AI} ≤ cmax(C, A).
For each C ∈ C, A ∈ A such that id(C) = A, then A is an attribute and ∀d ∈ ∆I

D.#{o ∈ CI |
⟨o, d⟩ ∈ AI} ≤ 1.

▶ Definition 9 (Mapping DCp into DLR). Let Σ = (L, rel, att, cardR, cardA, isa, id) be a
DCp conceptual data model. The DLR knowledge base, K, mapping Σ is as follows.

For each A ∈ A, then, A ⊑ From :⊤ ⊓ To :⊤ ∈ K;
If C1 isa C2 ∈ Σ, then, C1 ⊑ C2 ∈ K;
If rel(R) = {U1 :C1, U2 :C2} ∈ Σ, then R ⊑ U1 :C1 ⊓ U2 :C2 ∈ K;
If att(C) = {A1 : D1, . . . , Ah : Dh} ∈ Σ, then, C ⊑ ∃[From]A1⊓. . .⊓∃[From]Ah⊓∀[From](A1 →
To : D1) ⊓ . . . ⊓ ∀[From](Ah → To : Dh) ∈ K;
If cardC(C, R, U) = (m, n) ∈ Σ, then, C ⊑ ∃≥m[U ]R ⊓ ∃≤n[U ]R ∈ K;
If cardA(C, A) = (m, n) ∈ Σ, then, C ⊑ ∃≥m[U ]R ⊓ ∃≤n[U ]R ∈ K;
If id(C) = A ∈ Σ, then, K contains: C ⊑ ∃=1[From]A; ⊤ ⊑ ∃≤1[To](A ⊓ [From] : C);

An example of this approach with a concrete CDM is illustrated in Example 2.
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